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ABSTRACT 

This paper is going to explain how interlingua errors appears in students of English as 

a second language and to find out the factors that makes to students to do this kind of 

errors which are very common in the learning of a second language process. This is 

followed by tracing the sources of second language learning errors to Interlingua 

developmental factors. Interlingua errors are caused mainly by mother tongue 

interference. In order to complete this investigation the article made a recompilation of 

specialized literature and papers about this topic and do a contrast between those 

results to get a conclusion about the factors involving this problematic besides to give 

general guidelines for teachers in correcting errors in second language learning. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The language is a product of human society and constitutes an important element of 

its. Is a way of communication which satisfies the fundamental need of interaction 

between each other. While the world get globalized the exchange between countries 

is always more often, so appears the need of communication between people around 

the world and make them to study foreign languages. For that reason the learning of 

second languages has increased and the number of students is growing up. 

However, in the teaching – learning process of foreign languages, teachers as students 

have found a series of different obstacles. In order to try to solve them, there are a lot 

of professional people in education that are studying this barriers. Their work has 

allowed to identify a phenomenon which is present since the beginning of the studies 

of second languages: The Interlingua errors. 

The Interlingua error is a term used to describe a linguistic phenomenon that occurs in 

the learning of a foreign language by the students; it happens when the mother tongue 

or native language interferes on the development or at the moment of expression of 

the second language. 

We can assume errors are important since the point of view of teachers because these 

three significant aspects: a) Errors are important for the language teacher because 

they indicate the learner's progress in language learning; b) Errors are also important 

for the language researcher as they provide insights into how language is learnt; and 

(3) Finally, errors are significant to the language learner himself/herself as he/she gets 

involved in hypothesis testing. 
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1. Literature Review 

The language was described as a habit information and it was demonstrate that 

learners of a second or foreign languages made errors all this was explained by 

behaviorist learning theory in the 1950s. If we think about that theory we can say old 

habits obstruct or may facilitate new bad habits.  

When all this errors were starting to be tolerated they become in habits so it was 

considered as an important danger for students so this new created habits should be 

eliminated. “Depending on behaviorism and structuralism, contrastive analysis 

hypothesis (CAH) focused on the interference of L1 on L2 learning” (Brown 1980). But 

not everything is good in terms of Contrastive analysis (CA). This theory has had critics 

about empirical, practical and theoretical aspects.  

Criticisms of CA were classified as follows: first, there were doubts concerning the 

ability of CA to predict errors. These doubts arose when researchers began to examine 

language in depth.  

The contrastive analysis has critics and this are classified as follows: 

1. The capability of contrastive analysis to predict errors were questioned. The 

researcher had these doubts at the moment to work and mad a depth 

examination of the language. 

2. When appeared critics by theoretical according to the methodology and 

feasibility of languages in a comparison on the contrastive analysis. 

3. What the CA really has to offer to teachers made theoretical ask themselves 

questions. 

When we talk about the cognitive approach, is inevitable to talk about making errors 

and how this is a part of the learning process.     

In his theory Chomsky (1998) talks about errors referring to them as unavoidable and 

a necessary although not whished part of the learning besides errors are a proof that 

the learning is taking place on students. It was proposed by Corder (2000) that the 

students of a foreign language are not the unique whom produce errors at the moment 

to communicate, but when this errors are studied in a systematically way can 

demonstrate how the language is learnt by students.    
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Corder also said that the study of errors give practical application for the use of 

language teacher. EA is the monitoring and analysis of learner’s language, this was 

proposed by Candling (2001) 

What learners need to be taught is determine by Error analysis. The biggest objective 

is to identify the lacking on the students competence providing necessary information 

to determine this problem. Weireech (1991) establish that committing errors is the way 

that students have to learn even if is not consciously, it is called device used by 

learners. According to him the study of Errors Analysis gives an explanation about the 

difficulties faced by students. One of the biggest uses of EA is to get an important 

feedback so teachers can elaborate a right method the acquisition of the second 

language.      

The Errors Analysis has three main purposes: 

1. Identify the reached level of the new language by the learners. 

2. To identify the common difficulties showed by students in the process of 

acquiring the second language. 

3. To find out how students learn a new language.  

But there are serious problems besides what we are studying here, these are related 

to syntax and morphology. Error analysis tries to obtain information too about this in 

order to get a better way to eliminate o solve this problems.   

Interlingual/ Intralingual Interference 

2. Concept of Error 

To start the study of errors first we have to make a distinction between two terms: 

“Mistake and error”. 

Ellis (1997) says that a mistake is when the students uses the language and its general 

rules sometimes in a correct way and sometimes in a wrong way, this refers to the 

consistency of the learner´s performance. An error is when the wrong use is permanent 

and becomes a general way of usage the new language.  

Now Brown (2000) refers to mistake as a problem in the performance error which 

cause a failure to utilize correctly a well-known system. An error is clear deviation 
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showed by the reflection of the interlanguage competence with the adult grammar of 

native speakers. 

3. Sources of Errors 

 Influence of the mother tongue of the learner in a negative way is known as 

Interlingua transfer.   

 The items took from the native languages causing an interference in the target 

language. 

 The overlaps of the types of transfer in the context of learning, for example the 

teacher with his classroom and the materials needed in the school learning or 

may be when there are untutored second language learner´s cases about the 

social situation. If we talk about the class context, the textbook or even the 

teacher can make students commit a wrong generalization on the new 

language.  

 The employment of the verbal mechanism by the teacher in order to 

communicate an idea are known as communication strategies. This can be used 

when the linguistic forms are hard to use by students for different reasons. 

It is important to know that interlanguage transfer errors are a deviation of the native 

language. All these errors happens when the learners develop habits for the 

interference of the native language and cause problems to students at the moment of 

acquiring the pattern and rules of the second language this was define by Corder 

(1971). The negative influence (negative transfer) or interference of the L1 (mother 

tongue) at the moment of the performance of L2 (second language). Basically the 

Interlingua Errors are the results of a negative interference of the mother tongue in the 

language that student are trying to acquiring (L2).     

4. Error Treatment 

When the teacher realizes that students or learners are committing Interlingua errors 

is necessary to ask: ¿What can we do to avoid this errors?   

The errors committed by students should not be corrected because if they are 

frequently corrected in the classroom this can produced on learners mind problems in 

the process of language learning and cause a shy feeling on students. Besides it 
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disrupts the way students develop the new language and show it in the classroom. 

Now let see some guideline to correct this errors in a correct way:   

I. Do not affect intelligibility. This errors refers to interference with the general meaning 

and the understandability of utterances. So is better to correct the mistakes in general 

than in an individual or local way. Is important to make the differentiation between this 

two kinds of errors.    

2. As in global errors it is important to focus in general errors referring to them as the 

most common error instead those who are committed less frequent. For example the 

difference between regular and irregular verbs is an error of high frequency.    

3. Identify the errors committed for the biggest percentage of the student and then 

correct them. Of course there´s an obvious similarity to the second point.   

4. Errors that cause irritation o stigmatize is necessary to put more attention to. The 

important aspect of this point is to understand the differences that could be because 

of the socioeconomically factor. For example student from a higher socioecomic class 

may have a more formal variety of language that student from low socioeconomically 

class and that difference can cause troubles.     

5. The most important errors for teachers should be those referring to the pedagogical 

subject. For example if the teacher is talking about past tense it is not recommendable 

to correct errors about present tense or third person singular. Teacher has to stay 

attached to the main topic and correct errors about it and not cause interference with 

another topic not related to the actual class.     
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CONCLUSION 

The interlingua errors are common in the process of learning a foreign language 

however they represent a great way to improve the basic English skills by a path of 

feedback; of course if the teacher realizes the problem and has the ability to turn a 

problem into an advantage. Nevertheless, at the moment the students improve 

themselves in the handle of a new language, this kind of errors has to decreased slowly 

but constantly in order to prove that the mother tongue is no longer causing 

interference with the second language and more important to demonstrate that the 

student is mastering step by step the use of the new idiom. 
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